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PRESS RELEASE         UPCOMING EXHIBITION

CLEAR GALLERY TOKYO is pleased to announce “VANISHING FRAGMENTS,” a solo exhibition of new works 
by Yuki Hasegawa.

“ VANISHING FRAGMENTS ” by Yuki Hasegawa / 長谷川 由貴

OPENING RECEPTION: June 21 Friday, 7pm - 9:30pm
EXHIBITION: June 21 - July 13, 2019
LOCATION: Roppongi 7-18-8, Kishida Bldg. 2F, Minato-ku, Tokyo

Since her days as an art student at Kyoto City University of the Arts, Yuki Hasegawa’ s drawings have focused on 
depictions of plantlife. She has conducted fieldwork on nature and faith in various locales, and has been especially 
influenced by her time in Nirakanai in Okinawa. 

Her botanical oil paintings are, in a Caravaggioesque style, refined, realistic representations of light and shadow, yet also 
depict a means for making contact with the sacred. To see the unseeable or touch the untouchable, Hasegawa wagers 
on the power of vision and illusion to overcome the limitations of her chosen medium. Like a stage or a set piece, her 
paintings invite both the artist and audience to a particular “place.” Hasegawa’ s journey thus far atop this “stage” has 
been an attempt through both sight and the brushstroke to gradually uncover the subject. 

The lights and shadows of the brush in the thick of the forest are, upon first view, something to be admired from afar. Yet 
at a certain point, little by little this distance is shortened, and upon a closer look, you gaze upon this thing or place in a 
surprisingly intimate sense. 

The urge to make contact.The female figure as represented is often a vessel for conventional notions and experiences of 
fantasy, becoming an illustration of this journey.

… After a lengthy hesitation on the border, one day this woman will suddenly make her move, crossing to the other side. 
At the end of the brush is the entrance. Finally, she will pass into the realm of self-discovery. 

It is the human spirit that uncovers the sacred in nature. Within this self-reflexivity, her botanical world is in a state of 
constant flux. In our modern society, increasingly far from the natural world, where does the sacred reside? The 
extraordinary appears in the everyday: where might have our past ancestors experienced such a moment? 

In this exhibition, in aiming to “stage” the set pieces of her self-imagined journeys, Hasegawa will consider the botanical 
garden as a sort of “constructed” form of nature. Inside this enclosed natural paradise, with a completely liberated 
perspective, the act of painting itself ought to be a sort of irradiation, or hyper-exposure. But we can’ t be too confident. 
We could always encounter the “place” once more.

Statement by Michiko Haga, art mediator 
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Artist Bio / Yuki Hasegawa

b.1989 in Osaka, Japan
2012 Kyoto City University of Arts, B.A.
2014  Kyoto City University of Arts, M.A

Based in shared studio punto in Kyoto
Publishing zine MOTEL since 2015

〔Solo Exhibitions〕

2019 “Hierophany” Gallery Morning,Kyoto
2018  “Traveling Alone” VOU,Kyoto
 “Node of Light and Shadow” spectrum gallery, Osaka
2017  “Untold Symbol” Gallery Morning,Kyoto
2016  “Veil of Species” Gallery Morning,Kyoto
2015  “Children Repeat Dawn” Gallery Morning,Kyoto

〔Group Exhibitions〕

2018 “Selected Young Artists Exhibition Kyoto 2018” The Museum of Kyoto, Kyoto
2016 “Minna Mi ni Iku  MI-NA-MI-KU Exhibition” Workplace of hyslom,Kyoto
 “MOTEL vol.03 port town” KUNST ARZT,Kyoto
2015 “VOCA 2015” The Ueno Royal Museum
 “Artist Workshop @KCUA  The Hundred Steps  SHOW CASE”  @KCUA,Kyoto

〔Projects〕

2017 “ART×Working Place - Working Environment with Art-” Work Installed, Certain Factory in Tokyo, Tokyo
 (Directed by nonprofit organization ART&SOCIETY RESEARCH CENTER)

〔Art Fair〕

2018  “THE GIFT BOX 2018” The Museum of Kyoto, Kyoto
2017  “Aosando Art Fair 2017” Neal’ s Yard Remedies, Omotesando, Tokyo
          “THE GIFT BOX 2017” The Museum of Kyoto, Kyoto
2014  “ART OSAKA 2014  Awaking by Art vol.2”  Hotel Granvia Osaka

past work: drawing from zine “MOTEL vol.0 motel” (2015), ink on paper past work: “Born Naked” (2019), mixed media on mirror


